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Abstract. For purposes of discussion and feedback, we present a preliminary
version of a simple yet powerful cost-based framework for spoken dialogue systems to continuously and incrementally decide whether to speak or not. The
framework weighs the cost of producing speech in overlap against the cost of
not speaking when something needs saying. Main features include a small
number of parameters controlling characteristics that are readily understood, allowing manual tweaking as well as interpretation of trained parameter settings;
observation-based estimates of expected overlap which can be adapted dynamically; and a simple and general method for context dependency. No evaluation
has yet been undertaken, but the effects of the parameters; the observationbased cost of expected overlap trained on Switchboard data; and the context dependency using inter-speaker intensity differences from the same corpus are
demonstrated with generated input data in the context of user barge-ins.
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Introduction

Ever since the first spoken dialogue systems met with real users in the wild, overlapping speech has been a reality for their designers to cope with [1]. Early on, overlap
was viewed purely as an error and therefore discarded by disabling the microphone
during system speech. Subsequently, user-initiated overlaps were given the technical
label barge-in. and sometimes dealt with by the instant cessation of speech [2] - a
hard-wired decision with no consideration of the consequences of abandoning a nearcomplete speech segment or an urgent message. In most dialogue systems that allow
barge-ins, overlapping speech from the user is always considered as an attempt to take
the turn and the user is always given precedence over the system. Yet, in the Switchboard corpus [3], our analysis found that only 58 % of the overlaps result in a speaker
change. This means that a systems whose strategy it is to either always or never cut
itself short will make the wrong decision about half the time, at least if our gold
standard is human conversation and our goal human-like interaction.
The current work introduces a preliminary version of a simple yet powerful
framework to deal with turn-taking in a sophisticated and flexible manner, with a
current focus on managing user-initiated speech-in-overlap. We pit the cost of com-
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pleting a planned segment in overlap against the cost of not completing the segment,
using a small set of parameters to influence the system's behaviour. Costs and parameters alike are designed to be intuitive and readily understood by humans. This is
motivated by a desire to build spoken dialogue systems not solely with the intention
of creating good human-machine interfaces, but also in the hopes of learning something about human conversational behaviour [4]. The framework operates on a perframe basis and exploits two simplifying assumptions: that the number of frames it
will take to complete a planned speech segment is known and that the decision is
limited to whether to cut the segment short immediately or to produce it in its entirety.
Still, the decision can be re-evaluated repeatedly and incrementally at consecutive
frames, allowing for the system to stop at any given point in its speech.
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Background

Overlap is common, ranging from 6-13 % of the total speaking time in conversational
meeting data [5]. While frequently occurring, overlaps are brief in time: we find that
78 % of the overlaps in the Switchboard corpus are 200-500 ms long. Yet, when overlapped, people do not abandon their turn-in-progress immediately. For example, overlapping speech is claimed to be non-disruptive if starting just prior to the current
speaker’s completion point [6], and some overlaps are continuers, which by definition
make no claim to the turn [7]. Hence, a decision to immediately abandon speech-inprogress will often be premature – speech overlap resolution is more versatile. Interlocutors appear to resolve overlaps through negotiation, incrementally [8]. At each
point in time, a speaker may drop out, continue as before, or use different strategies to
continue speaking unaccompanied [9]. [10] argues that overlaps are resolved based on
their prosodic realization and that speakers who “compete for the turn” use increased
pitch and loudness. This is supported by a correlation between the number of “successful” interruptions and inter-speaker amplitude difference [11]: the number of
overlaps resulting in the incoming speaker taking over the turn appears to be correlated with the difference between the speakers’ amplitude during overlap.
Inspired by human-human dialogue, Ström and Seneff [12] presents a system
which increases its voice intensity when barge-ins occur at dialogue states where
interruptions are undesirable, signalling that barge-ins are disallowed at this stage.
When a barge-in occurs at a less critical point in the dialogue, they propose that the
system reduce its intensity, but continue to speak, which allows the system to verify
that the detected barge-in was indeed speech from the user before cutting itself short.
Decision-theoretic approaches to turn-taking have been presented by [13] and [14].
[13] uses a cost-based finite-state model to minimize gaps and overlaps. The goal is to
detect ends of turns early on, increasing the system responsiveness. [14] attempts to
minimize costs based on expected outcomes in order to guide turn-taking decisions in
multiparty dialogue. Whereas our framework is designed to operate at all times, making a simple binary decision – to speak or not to speak – at each frame of the conversation, the decisions in [14] are limited to end-of-speech, and [13] manipulates the
detection of end-of-speech. Another model that takes the urgency of an intended

speech segment into consideration is the importance driven turn-bidding presented in
[15]. In this general turn-taking framework, the turn is allocated to either the user or
the system depending who shows more eager to speak by taking the prominence of
different turn-taking cues into account. Reinforcement learning is used to optimize the
efficiency of the system’s turn-bidding strategies given different user profiles.
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Framework description

The framework is a general cost-based turn-taking framework for spoken dialogue
systems, producing a simple binary decision for each frame: whether to speak or not
to speak. Initially, we want to apply the decisions to a subset of possible situations in
a dialogue, and narrow the decision down to one of completing or abandoning an ongoing speech segment when overlapped by a user. The decision is based on weighting
the cost of incompletion (CoIC) against the cost of expected overlap (CoEO). These
costs can be made dependent on for example situational needs or economy principles.
3.1

Cost of incompletion

CoIC represents the cost of not finishing the speech segment that is currently being
spoken. CoIC would typically be affected by the urgency of the (remainder of the)
segment, but also of the effort already spent on producing the message. If the bulk of
the message has already been presented, cutting the turn-in-progress short and risk
having to start over in order to get the message through is likely less desirable.
( )
The formula shows the estimation of CoIC. Here, we represent the information already presented (Is) as the number of frames already spent and the information yet to
be spoken (Ir) as the number of frames remaining. CoIC is the sum of a linear function
of the time remaining and an exponential function of the proportion of time spent
speaking and the time remaining to complete the segment. The first term, controlled
by the weight W1, approximates the cost of the information content that is lost in case
of abandonment and the second makes segments that are relatively close to completion expensive to abandon, with W2 and W3 weighting the starting value and slope.
3.2

Cost of expected overlap

CoEO represents the cost of completing a planned speech segment with Fr frames
remaining by combining a linear cost that accounts for the effort to produce speech
and a cost for producing speech in overlap that grows exponentially with time. The
linear part of the cost is motivated by an economy principle where each frame spent
speaking comes at a price. The cost is weighted by W4, as it may increase, for example with ambient noise. The exponential part, modified by the probabilities Pn of overlap of lengths from 0 to Fr, is a cost associated with frames spent speaking in overlap.
Its starting value and slope are weighted by W 5 and W6. This cost of expected over-

lap is motivated by the assumption that speaking and listening at the same time increase cognitive load, evidenced by the relatively small proportion of overlapping
speech found in most dialogues. The cost of overlap is computed as follows:
∑

(

)

In our simplified examples, Fr is the same as Ir, since we make the simplifying assumption that each frame holds the same amount of information. The probabilities are
learned from a dialogue corpus, and can be conditioned on context. The features used
in the initial implementation were chosen because they play a central role in overlaps
and they can be expected to be available to the system in real-time.
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Data

The contextual features used to calculate expected overlap probabilities were based on
overlap distributions in the SWITCHBOARD-1 corpus [3]. The corpus consists of
2435 dyadic conversations with 543 different speakers.
We used a speaker-disjoint training set of SWITCHBOARD with 762 conversations (kindly provided by [16]). The test sets are kept aside for future development
and evaluation. Instances of overlapping speech were extracted from the transcriptions using a 100 ms frame size. Overlaps shorter than 2 frames were excluded from
the analysis since it overlaps of less are often not perceivable by listeners [17]. Furthermore, overlaps including laughter in either channel were excluded (N=7503),
since laughter appear to invite overlap and therefore does not follow the norm onespeaker-at-a-time [8]. Finally, we also excluded overlaps where both speakers started
up simultaneously just after a preceding overlap (N=2325), since it was difficult to
determine who was the original speaker in those cases.
COIC with 3 parameter combinations were used: COIC1, COIC2 and COIC3 with
slope, exponential base, and growth rate of 15, 1,5 %; 5, 1, 70 %; and 0, 2, 50 %.
CoEO with 3 parameter combinations were used: CoEO1, CoEO2 and CoEO3 with
slope, exponential base, and growth rate of 0, 1, 90 %; 5, 1, 50 %; and 0, 2, 50 %.
The probabilities of overlap given a certain number of intended frames of speech
were trained on the corpus data, with observations of the overlapped interlocutor
speaking for more than 10 frames after the overlap onset (regardless of overlap duration) grouped into a single category for all intentions to speak for 10 or more frames,
10+, making the maximum expected overlap for any speech segment is 10 frames.
In addition, probabilities conditioned on three inter-speaker intensity differences
during overlap, HIGH, MID and LOW, were created. An inter-speaker relation was
used to model intensity variation in order to achieve robustness against the continuous
and on-going nature of dialogue and to be able to deal with local increases in intensity
due to external events such as variation in ambient noise (i.e. Lombard-effects). The
difference in inter-speaker normalized intensity (dB) between the overlapping speaker
and the overlapped speaker was compared. The intensity measures used were extracted from voiced intervals only. The average intensity in decibel during the first 200 ms

of overlap was extracted from both speakers provided that the segment had at least
one frame of voiced speech. The training data was then discretized into three equally
sized (N = 2326) intensity groups, LOW, MID and HIGH. The labels were termed
from the perspective of the overlapped speaker: HIGH intensity overlaps are the ones
were the incoming speaker’s speech is at least 5.7 dB (decibel) higher than the overlapped speaker’s speech during the first 200 ms of overlap; LOW intensity overlaps
have the incoming speaker at a minimum of 1.6 dB lower the overlapped speaker’s
speech, and the remaining overlaps are classified as MID. Three models with the
same parameter settings as CoEO were trained on the data from each of these classes:
CoEOH, CoEOM, and CoEOL, respectively.
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Fig. 1. The development of CoIC (Y axis; falling lines) and CoEO (Y axis, rising lines) over frames to
speak (X axis) for different parameter settings: CoIC1, CoIC2, CoIC3 and CoEO1, CoEO2, and CoEO3,
respectively, from the top down.

To test that parameter settings and corpus based training have the desired effect, artificial test data containing exactly one instance of each possible input/condition combination was created. The data contained one instance of each combination of number
of frames to speak (between 1 and 10), number of frames spoken (between 2 and 10;
2 because we restrict overlaps to instances where exactly two frames of overlap have
been observed here), and intensity (HIGH, MID and LOW). This results in a test data
of 10*9*3=270 inputs, or 27 for each number of frames to speak. The data is used to
illustrate the effects of parameter settings and training.
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Fig. 2. The development of CoIC1 (Y axis) for different frames to speech (X axis). The solid line includes
all data from 2 to 9 frames already spoken. The top line shows CoIC1 for 9 frames already spoken and the
bottom line for 2 frames already spoken.
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Results

5.1

Corpus statistics

The 762 conversations training set contains 20840 overlaps. The mean duration of the
overlaps is 450 ms and the median is 400 ms.
5.2

Effects of parameter settings

Fig. 1 shows the effect of linear slope, exponential base and exponential slope of
CoIC and CoEO. The CoIC parameters allow designers to increase the overall cost of
not completing a speech segment as well as the cost of not completing a speech segment of which little remains, and the CoEO parameters allow designers to control
both the overall cost per frame to speak as well as the cost of extended expected overlaps, as intended. CoEO in the figure is based on overall expectations from observations in the corpus. The drop at 10 or more frames to speak is an effect of the fact that
in those cases that the overlapped speaker continued for 10 or more frames after the
overlap onset, a large proportion were spoken with a very brief overlap, corresponding to backchannels spoken in overlap.
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Fig. 3. The development of CoEO (Y axis) for different frames to speak (X axis). The solid line is the cost
without training, and the three dotted lines show costs trained on different intensity conditions, CoEOH,
CoEOM, and CoEOL, from the top down

5.3

Effects of context dependency

Fig. 2Error! Reference source not found. shows CoIC1 for different numbers of
frames already spoken. The function yields higher costs when a lot of effort has already been spent, and lower just at the beginning of speech segments, as intended.
Fig. 3 shows CoEO for the three intensity conditions. The cost of extended speech
is higher for the conditions where the incoming speaker is speaks louder, reflecting
the increased probability of prolonged overlap, as intended.
5.4

Cost comparison

Fig. 4 shows context dependent version of both CoIC and CoEO, for one parameter
setting. The results of a decision based on the difference between CoIC and CoEO
depends each of the number of frames left to speak, the number of frames already

spoken, and the context in terms of speaker intensity. The parameter settings allow us
to vary the influence of these, and to balance exponential and linear cost development.
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Fig. 4. Development of CoIC (Y axis, falling lines) and CoEO (Y axis, rising lines) over frames to speak
(X axis). CoIC is split on frames already spoken, from 2 to 9 (top to bottom) and CoEO on intensity,
CoEOH, CoEOM, and CoEOL, top to bottom.
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Conclusions and future work

For purposes of discussion and feedback, we have presented a cost-based framework
to make turn-taking decisions in dialogues. As a first demonstration, we have shown
how its binary decision to complete or abandon a planned speech segment after a
barge-in varies with different parameters and conditions. We argue that the decision
to stop speaking instantly when a barge-in is detected is premature and that the length
and the urgency of an incomplete speech segment should influence this decision. The
framework allows for context dependency, and we have shown that conditioning its
training on the intensity difference between the two speakers during overlap captures
the real-world probability of longer overlaps, which is higher when the overlapper
speaks with higher intensity: the cost of speaking in loud overlap becomes higher.
The framework poses a higher cost on cutting oneself short when a large proportion of the intended segment is completed. Here, we used a simulated measure for
this: the number of frames spoken as compared to the number of frames yet to be said.
We intend to exchange this measure for one that is based on the proportion of the
information content in the speech segment that has been spoke, rather than the number of frames. A speech segment which is complete with the exception of a time consuming tag line ought to be easy to cut short. We also want to take laughter, praise
and greetings that frequently are realized in “chorus” [8] into explicit consideration.
Here, we have merely removed laughter from the corpus data.
We believe that our framework is complementary to similar frameworks presented
in the past, and that it can be incorporated in a combination that facilitates the exploration of different system strategies with users in an experimental setting. Similarly,
we aim to accompany the decision model with a speech synthesis system that can
hold and release in addition to simply stopping.
Finally, the decision to speak or not to speak can be made on a frame-by-frame basis, re-evaluating the context as the dialogue progresses, making the system incremental.
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